18V LXT® LITHIUM-ION COMPACT BRUSHLESS CORDLESS QUICK-SHIFT MODE™ 4-SPEED IMPACT DRIVER KIT (2.0Ah)

**FEATURES**
- Quick-Shift Mode™ uses the brushless motor’s electronic controls to find the best balance of speed and torque for each application for more efficient fastening
- BL™ Brushless Motor delivers 3,600 Max RPM and 1,600 in.lbs. of Max Torque
- 4-speed power selection (0-1,100/ 0-2,100/ 0-3,200/ 0-3,600 RPM & 0-1,100/ 0-2,600/ 0-3,600/ 0-3,800 IPM) provides precise fastening control for a wide range of applications
- Additional one-touch 4-speed power selector button under the chuck for added convenience
- Assist Mode (A-mode) feature helps eliminate “screw cam-out” and “cross threading” by driving at low speed until tightening begins
- Two Tightening Modes (T-mode) for faster tightening of self-drilling screws in thick or thin gauge metal; helps prevent damage to the screw or workpiece

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Battery** ................................ 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion
- **Power Type** .................................. Cordless
- **Hex Shank** .................................. 1/4”
- **Speed power selection** ............. 4
- **No Load Speed (var. 4 spd.)** .... - 1,100 / - 2,100 / - 3,200 / - 3,600 RPM
- **Impacts Per Minute (var. 4 spd.)** ... - 1,100 / - 2,600 / - 3,600 / - 3,800 IPM
- **Maximum Torque (in.lbs.)** ........ 1,600 in.lbs.
- **Overall Length** ......................... 4-9/16”
- **Net Weight (with battery)** ........ 2.7 lbs.
- **UPC Code** ................................ 088381-883917 (XDT16R)
- **UPC Code** ................................ 088381-873154 (XDT16Z)

**STANDARD EQUIPMENT**
- 18V LXT® Brushless 4-Speed Impact Driver (XDT16Z)
- (2) 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Compact 2.0Ah Battery (BL1820B)
- 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Rapid Optimum Charger (DC18RC)
- Tool Case

**RELATED PRODUCTS**
1. 18V LXT® Compact Brushless 1/2” Hammer Driver-Drill (XPH12Z)
2. 66 Pc. Contractor Bit Set (B-51661)
3. Impact Drill/Driver Bit Set, 38-Pc. (T-01373)
4. 18V LXT® Brushless 3-Speed Impact Driver (XDT14Z)
5. 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Dual Port Charger (DC18RD)